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6/355-359 McLeod Street, Cairns North, Qld 4870

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Lucy Capponi 
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Welcome to your own private paradise at 6 / 355 McLeod Street, Cairns North. Prepare to be swept away by the sheer

luxury of this exquisite three-bedroom, two-bathroom haven. Step inside and immerse yourself in the epitome of modern

elegance, where every corner exudes sophistication.Indulge in the seamless flow of the galley kitchen, a culinary

masterpiece adorned with locally sourced Chillagoe marvel tiles. With a sleek open-plan design and the comfort of full air

conditioning, including two brand new split systems, you'll find respite from the tropical heat while basking in unparalleled

style.Nestled within a quaint complex of just seven residences, this sanctuary offers the best of both worlds ; the

tranquility of a serene environment with the convenience of a Body Corporate to handle the details.Beyond your

doorstep lies a world of possibilities. Immerse yourself in the vibrant energy of Whitfield and Edge Hill, where bustling

hubs meet lush botanical gardens and picturesque Centenary Lakes. For the active spirit, indulge in the nearby health and

fitness tracks or take a refreshing dip in the complex's relaxation swimming pool, the ultimate retreat on balmy summer

days.With Cairns CBD and the Esplanade just a stone's throw away, convenience is at your fingertips. Enjoy a leisurely

stroll or a short drive to the nearest beach, approximately 10 minutes from your doorstep. Plus, with private primary and

secondary state schools nearby, city living has never been more accessible.This haven has been thoughtfully refreshed,

boasting fresh paint and updated appliances, including a cooktop and dishwasher. Feel secure in your sanctuary with a

fully secured premises with the addition of gated access for residents only.Don't miss the chance to make this masterpiece

yours today! Contact Lucy Capponi on # 0438 313 514 for your exclusive viewing and embark on the journey to your

dream oasis. 


